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Abstract: Conducting topographic surveys in active mines is challenging due ongoing operations and
hazards, particularly in highwalls subject to constant and active mass movements (rock and earth falls,
slides and flows). These vertical and long surfaces are the core of most mines, as the mineral feeding
mining production originates there. They often lack easy and safe access paths. This framework
highlights the importance of accomplishing non-contact high-accuracy and detailed topographies to
detect instabilities prior to their occurrence. We have conducted drone flights in search of the best
settings in terms of altitude mode and camera angle, to produce digital representation of topographies
using Structure from Motion. Identification of discontinuities was evaluated, as they are a reliable
indicator of potential failure areas. Natural shapes were used as control/check points and were
surveyed using a robotic total station with a coaxial camera. The study was conducted in an active
kaolin mine near the Alto Tajo Natural Park of East-Central Spain. Here the 140 m highwall is formed
by layers of limestone, marls and sands. We demonstrate that for this vertical landscape, a facade
drone flight mode combined with a nadir camera angle, and automatically programmed with a
computer-based mission planning software, provides the most accurate and detailed topographies,
in the shortest time and with increased flight safety. Contrary to previous reports, adding oblique
images does not improve accuracy for this configuration. Moreover, neither extra sets of images nor
an expert pilot are required. These topographies allowed the detection of 93.5% more discontinuities
than the Above Mean Sea Level surveys, the common approach used in mining areas. Our findings
improve the present SfM-UAV survey workflows in long highwalls. The versatile topographies
are useful for the management and stabilization of highwalls during phases of operation, as well
closure-reclamation.

Keywords: highwall; mining; topography; SfM-UAV; accuracy

1. Introduction

Open-pit mining activities substantially modify the land, creating new landscapes as-
sociated with excavated (open pit areas) and accumulated (waste dump) landforms, which
are prone to experience geomorphic hazardous processes such as mass movements (falls,
slides or flows), erosion, or subsidence [1]. These threats are predominantly monitored and
controlled using topographic studies based on detailed High Resolution Topographies [2].
These data sources are a requirement for the correct design of mine closure plans [3].
Among the topographic instruments/methods available to survey mining areas, the most
common is the combination of Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry and the use of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (SfM-UAV), as detailed elsewhere [4]. In complex topographic
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areas, such as mining areas, some SfM-UAV studies [5] have reported higher point cloud
densities and accuracy than traditional methods such as Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS).
They are also produced at the lowest cost and reduce field work. The SfM-UAV technique
is presently accepted as a standard procedure for engineering geology applications [6].
Several choices are involved when conducting such surveys. Three of the most important
are: flight drone mode, camera angle, and method of georeferencing.

SfM-UAV surveys have a fast, flexible and easy-to-use workflow that usually im-
plies automatic deployment of a drone flight at a constant altitude Above Mean Sea
Level (AMSL), imaging in nadir mode to ensure desired overlap, and scaling as well as
georeferencing the final topography with control points measured in the field [7]. This
standard procedure has been successfully used in a wide range of environments such as
landslides [8], rivers [9] and agricultural areas [10]. However, in zones with steep slope
gradients, keeping a constant altitude Above Ground Level (AGL) is almost mandatory
to obtain a constant Ground Sampling Distance (GSD). Maintaining a constant AMSL
altitude with the aim to obtain a specific GSD value is not possible in a landscape with high
relief, because those topographic changes imply changes in the final GSD of images taken,
ranging from few (1.7–2.9) centimeters [11] to several (2–7) centimeters [12]; these may
affect future stability analyses based on these topographies. AMSL surveys are commonly
used in geomorphic studies of mining areas [13]. Improving the final accuracy can be
achieved by following three different strategies: (i) a combination of several missions at
different altitudes; (ii) conducting manual flights and changing the altitude with a camera
time-lapse function [14]; or, (iii) using a specific computer-based mission planning software,
which allows the user to program the drone to automatically keep a constant AGL, thereby
the drone continuously varies its flight altitude to adapt to changes in relief [15]. The latter
is an example of how this type of software becomes operational in steep terrains. Recently,
facade flight modes have been used in earth science studies [16]. Primarily designed for
surveying buildings, these allow users to program a drone to conduct vertical flights, and
can be used in other landscapes such as cliffs and highwalls.

Camera angle is an important issue in the use of SfM-UAV surveys conducted in
high relief landscapes. It is widely accepted that SfM processing based on oblique images
(off-nadir) in addition to nadir improves the final topography, reducing the final error by
as much as half [5] and preventing systematic errors due to doming [17]. Indeed, SfM-UAV
surveys processed with images taken from different angles enable more detailed topogra-
phies to be obtained in areas with intricate geometry or sudden changes in slope [18].
Several angle options have been proposed. For instance, it is suggested that images be
taken at 13–35◦ tilt angles in addition to nadir ones to improve precision, although these
can reduce the final accuracy [11]. Other suggested angles are 0–10◦ [12], 20–40◦ [19] and
45◦ [15]. Flights with a dynamic camera angle focused on a Point of Interest may produce
the smallest systematic errors [20].

Another major issue to consider in SfM-UAV surveys of high relief landscapes is the
manner by which control and check points are deployed and measured. This is the most
demanding task in vertical or quasi-vertical surfaces, such as mining highwalls. In very
steep topographies, such as cliffs, the most common strategy is to allocate points at the
top or bottom and measure them with a differential GPS [12,19] and/or a total station [21].
This is somewhat impractical in many mining highwalls, because no access exists to the
top or bottom areas. Moreover, the terrain may be dangerous. In other cases, a TLS is also
simultaneously used to obtain a reference point cloud from which points are extracted [22].
Although this is an effective solution, it is expensive and time consuming, losing most
of the advantages of running SfM-UAV surveys. A cheaper georeferencing method is
to extract control points from public aerial photogrammetric flight mission data. This
procedure has been tested in part of the Ihlara Valley in the Cappadocia Region, where
a vertical landscape was surveyed using smartphone images with promising results [23].
However, two main disadvantages exist: (i) the difficulty to find common points between
two sets of images surveyed at a significant difference in time, and with different resolution;
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(ii) the reference topography can only provide points at the bottom or upper parts of the
valley. These factors reduce the quality of the final results and, depending on the surveyed
landscape, the quality may be insufficient for undertaking some analyses. Under these
conditions, the only method by which to obtain reliable control/check points is to search
for highlighted points such as corners, artifacts or pedestrian crossing lines, and measure
their coordinates with a total station with the reflectorless option [6,24].

Recent SfM-UAV studies in mining areas have been mainly focused on multi-temporal
surveys to detect general geomorphic changes [25], or specific erosive features such as
gullies [13,26]. Others have focused on the automatic delimitation of features in active areas,
such as mining banks [2]. Despite the increase in the use of SfM-UAV topographies in the
monitoring of mined areas, several challenges remain, such as how to survey long mining
highwalls to obtain sufficient detail and accuracy to identify cracks or discontinuities.
These allow early risk detection of future slope instabilities such as rockfalls, frozen soil
falls, and debris flows.

Highwalls are complex and demanding in terms of conducting a topographic survey,
since they usually incorporate high vertical relief with no proper and safe access to either
their crest or base. Digital terrestrial photogrammetry is being successfully carried out
in the walls of mines to detect discontinuities [27], however its action range is limited to
short distances, with UAVs required to survey long highwalls [28,29]. The authors of [30]
studied the slope stability of a highwall with UAV images taken at 100 m above ground,
and [31] conducted another survey with images acquired at 50 m to map geological units.
These two examples were carried out at a constant AMSL altitude and did not face the
challenge of vertically surveying a highwall with the objective to obtain more detailed
topographies. In [32], a 33 m height highwall was surveyed with centimeter accuracy
by adding vertically-acquired drone images. The authors georeferenced the survey with
control points placed around the wall. Similarly, [33] carried out some SfM-UAV surveys
in vertical 50–60 m height walls of quarries; however, as a novelty they measured control-
check points directly on the wall with a total station, demonstrating how topographies
derived from such procedure can be successfully used to identify discontinuities in rock
mass zones. In [28], a vertical survey was conducted of a 100 m-heigh marble highwall,
and the accurate identification of discontinuities were reported. The drone was manually
driven, requiring an expert pilot to overcome the risks that face such a vertical shape. The
point cloud was georeferenced with points from a reflectorless total station.

Several attempts have been made to design safe, cheap, simple, and flexible acquisition
of SfM-UAV procedures in highwalls, with few studying discontinuity characterization.
The novelty of our study lies in our attempt to conduct such topographic surveys with a
computer-based mission planning software in long highwalls (>100 m) of active kaolin
mines, a complex landscape that is as yet unreported with regard to SfM-UAV survey
procedures. We evaluate several drone flight settings and camera angles, focusing on the
extent to which facade drone flight mode images can independently produce such high
accurate and detailed topographies. We also tackle georeferencing the surveys in such a
landscape. Our objective is to simplify and improve previous SfM-UAV workflows based
on data obtained in extreme vertical terrain.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The Spanish kaolin production is mainly developed in the Iberian System. Within this
area, two large mines, Machorro and Maria José (Figure 1) are located in the surroundings
of the Alto Tajo Natural Park [34]. This landscape has high erosion potential, due to the
existence of loose sandy and clayed mine wastes, steep and long slopes, and high rainfall
erosivity. Here, local authorities limit mining activity to companies applying the best
available technologies and environmental practices. In this erosive context, these two active
mines are currently applying some of those practices: fluvial geomorphic reclamation [3],
and the maintenance of sedimentation pond systems with automatic hydrological and
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sedimentary monitoring stations [35]. Two other abandoned mines are responsible for
environmental problems: landslides [5] and sediment-related water pollution [36].

Figure 1. Location and map (A), and oblique view of the María José mine on 15 April 2018 (B).
The mine is classified into four areas: (a) a fluvial geomorphic-based reclamation; (b) two terraced
waste dumps; (c) a highwall; (d) an open pit with ponds, roads and other work areas. Base topog-
raphy in (A) derived from a LiDAR point cloud provided by the Spanish National Plan for Aerial
Orthophotography of 2018; photo by DGDRONE (2020).

The active Maria José mine includes the following areas (Figure 1): a 140-m highwall
subject to differential weathering, with overhanging, fractured and jointed rock complexi-
ties along steep slopes; an open pit with sedimentation ponds; two large terraced waste
dumps; and a fluvial geomorphic-based reclamation. The highwall is formed by a unit
of limestones and dolostones, marls, and kaolin sands, and is capped by a thin layer of
topsoil (Figure 2). The exposed zones are usually stable; the owners perform continu-
ous qualitative monitoring based on images and videos to identify possible risks, such
as active cracks. Although here we use the concept of “long and vertical highwalls”,
for example higher than 100 m, in reality they are not entirely vertical. They include
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safety berms, therefore forming a benched (berm-outslope) topography system (like a
steep staircase), fulfilling the requirements of the so-called Complementary Technical
Instructions (Chapter VII of the General Regulation of Basic Rules of Mining Safety;
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-1990-9859, accessed on 20 July 2021).

Figure 2. Oblique view of the studied sector in the highwall of the María José mine. (a) kaolin sands;
(b) marls; (c) limestones and dolostones. Photo by DGDRONE (2020).

2.2. UAV Flight Planning and Surveying

Seven flight missions were conducted based on two parameters (Table 1 and Figure
3): (i) drone altitude mode and (ii) imaging angle. The flights were programed with the
computer-based mission planning software UgCS [37]. This software has already been
successfully used in a high-relief landscape [16] but not for a vertical landscape. It allows a
detailed process flight plan based on a user-defined digital terrain model with a specified
spatial image resolution. In addition to the two common altitude mode options, AGL or
AMSL, this software also allows the drone to be programmed to follow a vertical trajectory
with a specific overlap and GSD. Although this “facade scan” mode was initially designed
for buildings, it can be applied to any flat or curved vertical surface, such as a mining
highwall. Using either of the altitude modes, this software allows separate tilting of the
camera between 0◦ and 90◦. It also has a Point of Interest option, that changes the camera

https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-1990-9859
https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.php?id=BOE-A-1990-9859
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position to continuously shoot toward a specific area. For this study we chose an angle of
40◦ for oblique pictures, because its final accuracy has been reported to increase in coastal
cliffs [19]. Here the nadir angle occurs when the camera viewing direction is perpendicular
to the entire surface (AGL and AMSL modes) or to the highwall (facade mode). The
base topographies used as reference in the UgCS software were provided by the Spanish
National Plan for Aerial Orthophotography of 2018 and by the company that runs the mine.

Table 1. Features of the seven conducted flight missions.

Flight Mission A B C D E F G

flight speed (m s−1) 2 2 3 3 3 2 2
flight duration (min) 29 29 17 17 16 21 25

GSD (cm) 5 5 1.6 1.6 2.2 1.1 1.1
forward/side overlap (%) 75 75 75 75 75 75 75

camera angle (◦) nadir 40 off-n nadir 40 off-n POI nadir 40 off-n
flight type AMSL AMSL AGL AGL AGL facade facade

double grid (Y/N) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
number of images 384 380 154 163 97 125 136

POI (Point of Interest); AMSL (Above Mean Sea Level); AGL (Above Ground Level); off-nadir (off-n).

All the flights were conducted on 25 September 2020 by a DJI Phanton 4 Pro drone
with a similar forward/side overlap of 75% and double grid pattern. We chose this setting
combination, instead of the common 80–60% overlap and single grid, since the double grid
ensures a high overlap without taking redundant images. Flight velocity (2–3 m s−1) and
duration (16–29 min) varied. Flight operation required one or two batteries for each mission.

2.3. Georeferencing and Data Accuracy: Field Survey

Altogether, 34 points were surveyed with the Leica M60 MultiStation for use as control
(georeferencing) or check points (accuracy assessment). This instrument has a robotic
coaxial camera that allows the user to identify points at a millimeter scale up to a distance
of 1 km. Since it was not possible to access the highwall crest (no available paths) nor the
bottom (rockfall hazard) areas, characteristic natural features such as rock corners, fissures
or color changes were used. These were surveyed with the aim to homogeneously cover
the entire highwall, and to efficiently identify them in the images.

The MS60 also has a laser scan function, which was used to survey the same study
area. In some aspects, using a TLS can be disadvantageous with respect to an SfM-UAV
procedure, however, it is considered a reliable instrument to check image-based topogra-
phies [18], since it has fewer error sources. Based on this assumption, a point cloud was
surveyed during the same field campaign to identify systematic errors in the SfM-UAV
topographies. The highwall was scanned from two positions. As the MS60 was georef-
erenced in the field using six points measured with a Leica differential 1200 GPS, both
scans and total station points were directly georeferenced and no further reregistration or
processing was required. The accuracy of the scanned point cloud was calculated with five
cross-painted marks placed far from highwall risk zones; these were measured with the
total station.

2.4. Data Processing

Images from each flight mission were loaded and processed as separated chunks (data
sets) in the SfM software Agisoft Metashape Professional edition, version 1.6.5.11249 [38].
The alignment step was conducted with the following parameterization: Accuracy—Highest;
Generic preselection—on; key point limit—200,000; Tie point limit—0; Adaptative camera model
fitting—on; camera self-calibration. Each spare point cloud was filtered using the Gradual
Selection tools termed ‘Reconstruction Uncertainty’ and ‘Projection Accuracy’. Control/check
points were thereafter added to each chunk, their number varying among surveys because some
could not be identified in the images. A minimum of 15 control points was used to process
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each survey as suggested elsewhere [39]; the rest were used as check points. Where the number
of control/check points was smaller than 15, all were used as control points. A final Gradual
Selection tool ‘Reprojection error’ was applied following suggested tips and steps [40]. Dense
point clouds were obtained following the next parametrization: Quality—Ultra High; Depth
filtering—Aggressive; Calculate point color and confidence—on. The ‘Point confidence’ feature,
which allows the user to remove outliers, arose during the densification process. Other obtained
products were raster files such as Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and orthophotos. Although
two types of DEMs exist—surface and terrain, we do not distinguish between them here, since
the studied highwall section did not have vegetation nor other non-ground features. Agisoft
software was run in a Dell Precision Tower 3620 with a processor Intel Core i7-6700 (4CPUs), a
memory RAM of 65GB, a graphic card NVIDIA Quadro K2200, and a 500 GB SSD hard disk.

Figure 3. View of the flight missions and profiles programmed with the computer-based mission
planning software UgCS: Above mean sea level, nadir and 40◦ off-nadir angles (A); Above ground level,
nadir, 40◦ off-nadir and Point of Interest angles (B); and facade, nadir and 40◦ off-nadir angles (C).
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2.5. Quality Evaluation

Reliability has to be determined because SfM-UAV topographic surveys have a wide
range of error sources, necessitating a clear identification of systematic errors and precision
in the final results [41]. The residuals of the control points used to scale and to georeference
each point cloud determine the registration error. The residuals of the check points define
how a final topography represents reality. The mean absolute error (MAE) and the root-
mean-square error (RMSE) of the residuals offer data accuracy, while the standard deviation
determines the precision. These were used to identify the difference between multiple
flight modes and camera angle settings. Systematic errors are low when the RMSE or the
MAE are similar to the standard deviation.

The point cloud surveyed with the laser scan as a reference was analyzed to identify
systematic errors associated with a poor distribution of the control points in some SfM-UAV
surveys. Each SfM-UAV point cloud was loaded in the CloudCompare software [42] and
compared to the TLS data set using the M3C2 distance algorithm tool. This calculates the
distance between two-point clouds [43]. A statistical analysis based on a Pearson correlation
was also conducted using the features of the surveys, as well as their registration errors,
accuracies, and precision.

2.6. Detection of Discontinuities

To evaluate how discontinuities can be detected, a semiautomatic algorithm was run
on selected point clouds located in limestones and dolostones (Figure 2). The Disconti-
nuity Set Extractor software was used, since it is open-source, easy to use and has been
previously employed on outcrops [44]. Using a dense point cloud as input, it allows a
quick recognition of the main discontinuities, orientations and their associated number
of clusters [45]. This semi-automatic software is run in three steps. Each of these defines
statistical parameters/steps (figures in brackets): (i) location of local curvature, a nearest
neighbor search to define the normal vectors, it defines the discontinuity orientation at ev-
ery point (k-nearest neighbor—30; tolerance—0.2); (ii) a statistical analysis of the planes, it
determines the main orientations of the discontinuities through a Kernel density estimation
algorithm (number of bins—64; minimum angle—30◦; maximum number of planes: 4; cone
filter—30◦); and (iii) a cluster analysis grouping the points that define each discontinuity in
the space (k sigmas—1.5; fix normal vector—selected). The parameters used were those
recommended by the authors.

3. Results
3.1. Point Cloud and Derived Product Features

A dense point cloud was obtained for each survey (Table 2; Figure 4); the final
topographies differ in relation to the type of flight mission. Since all the topographies were
processed using the same settings in Agisoft-Metashape software, the differences occur
due to variations in both flight altitude mode and camera angle. Three flight missions
produced point clouds covering almost the entire surveyed area: AMSL-nadir (A), AMSL-
40◦ off-nadir (B) and facade-nadir (F). The other point clouds covered 75–80% of the area,
having significant point voids on the highwall top, facade-40◦ off-nadir (G) generating
an empty area in the middle. The number and distribution of control/check points also
varied between point clouds. Two flight missions acquired adequate good quality images
to identify the reference points over the entire surface: AMSL-40◦ off-nadir (B) and facade-
nadir (F).
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Table 2. Features of the processed SfM-UAV topographies listed in Table 1.

Mission/Survey ID: A B C D E F G F + G

Feature Unit

number of check points # 0 10 2 4 10 2 0 4
number of control points # 14 15 15 15 15 15 12 15

homogeneously
distributed over the area Y/N N Y N N N Y N Y

time alignment h 2.6 2.7 0.8 3.1 0.5 0.6 0.75 4
time dense point cloud h 77 22 21.5 16 10.5 3 9 17.5
reconstructed surface * % 98 99 80 75 80 100 80 100

number of tie points # 579,498 394,643 445,145 368,581 283,159 603,550 529,182 848,913
dense point cloud density pts cm−2 0.09 0.13 0.29 0.26 0.16 1.53 1.4 1.44

DEM resolution cm 3.3 2.8 1.9 2.0 2.5 0.8 0.9 0.8

* refers to the proportion of reconstructed surface.

The most time-consuming task in the field (ca. 4 h) was surveying the 34 control/check
points with the total station. Although the flight time for each survey was relatively short
(17–29 min; Table 1), the computer processing time based on Agisoft reports widely varied,
as the slow AMSL-nadir survey (A) consumed 100 h, while the fastest, the facade-nadir (F),
took 3.6 h. In all cases the dense point cloud SfM step was the slowest, while the alignment
action was the fastest.

In terms of point cloud density, only the facade surveys (F, G) were able to produce
values greater than 1-point cm−2, while the others varied in the range 0.09–0.29-point cm−2.
As expected, this point cloud density is notable in derived products such as DEMs (Figure 5)
and orthophotos (Figure 6). AMSL and facade surveys were able to produce DEMs covering
the entire survey area, however the facade provided more details. The only flight survey
able to produce a detailed orthophoto of the highwall was the facade-nadir survey (F).
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Figure 4. Dense point clouds showing the distribution of control (yellow) and check (red) points of the different SfM-UAV surveys. (A) AMSL-nadir; (B) AMSL-40◦ off-nadir; (C)
AGL-nadir; (D) AGL-40◦ off-nadir, (E) AGL-Point of Interest; (F) facade-nadir; (G) facade-40◦ off-nadir.
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Figure 5. Details of the Digital Elevation Models obtained from the different SfM-UAV surveys. (A) AMSL-nadir; (B) AMSL-
40◦ off-nadir; (C) AGL-nadir; (D) AGL-40◦ off-nadir, (E) AGL-Point of Interest; (F) facade-nadir; (G) facade-40◦ off-nadir.
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Figure 6. Details of the Orthophotos obtained from the different SfM-UAV surveys. (A) AMSL-nadir; (B) AMSL-40◦

off-nadir; (C) AGL-nadir; (D) AGL-40◦ off-nadir; (E) AGL-Point of Interest; (F) facade-nadir; (G) facade-40◦ off-nadir.

3.2. Quality Assessment of Point Clouds

The registration errors, accuracies and precisions of the various SfM reconstructions
differed between the flight missions (Table 3). AMSL surveys (A, B) reported the highest
registration errors, accuracy and precision figures, whereas the corresponding facade (F, G)
quantities were the lowest.
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Table 3. Data quality (cm) of the processed SfM-UAV topographies (see Table 1).

Parameter A B C D E F G F + G

n check points 0 10 2 4 10 2 0 4

Registration of Control Points

MAE x 3.8 3.8 3.2 1.8 4.7 1.4 1.5 1.2
MAE y 4.2 3.6 2.6 2.6 2.2 1.5 1.4 1.8
MAE z 6.7 5.2 3.8 3.3 3.7 1.0 1.6 1.1

MAE all 9.7 8.2 6.3 5.1 7.4 2.7 3.0 2.8
RMSE x 5.4 3.8 4.6 2.5 7.3 2.2 2.1 1.4
RMSE y 6.3 3.6 2.8 3.2 3.0 2.2 1.9 2.5
RMSE z 9.4 5.2 5.6 4.7 4.5 1.5 1.9 1.3

RMSE all 12.6 7.8 7.8 6.2 9.1 3.5 3.4 3.1

Accuracy of Check Points

MAE x n/a 5.6 3.7 2.6 4.6 1.9 n/a 2.5
MAE y n/a 2.5 5.1 1.0 2.9 0.9 n/a 0.5
MAE z n/a 5.3 4.0 2.7 2.7 0.3 n/a 1.3

MAE all n/a 9.2 7.8 4.1 6.6 2.2 n/a 3.0
RMSE x n/a 10.3 3.8 3.3 5.4 2.4 n/a 3.0
RMSE y n/a 3.6 5.5 1.2 3.9 1.1 n/a 0.5
RMSE z n/a 6.5 5.5 3.1 3.6 0.3 n/a 1.4

RMSE all n/a 11.8 8.6 4.7 7.6 2.7 n/a 3.4

Final Precision

SD x n/a 9.3 5.2 2.4 5.4 2.8 n/a 2.8
SD y n/a 3.4 2.9 1.3 3.2 0.9 n/a 0.6
SD z n/a 6.8 5.6 2.0 3.4 0.2 n/a 1.6

SD all n/a 7.8 5.2 2.7 4.0 2.3 n/a 1.7
‘n/a’—check points not available.

For AMSL and AGL surveys the registration errors decreased when a 40◦ off-nadir
camera angle was used. Conversely, the facade mode reduced registration error by using
the nadir camera angle (F), rather than being set at the 40◦ off-nadir (G). Specifically, the
reduction was larger than three quarters when compared with the errors reported by the
most common drone configuration: AMSL with nadir images (A). The dynamic camera
angle obtained with the Point of Interest configuration (E) also produced higher registration
errors. The lowest registration error was obtained with the facade altitude mode combined
with a nadir camera angle (F).

The registration trends also occurred for accuracy and precision, however, we cannot
analyze the influence of camera angle in AMSL and facade flight modes in detail, because
some surveys did not have check points. An AGL survey improved at 40◦ off-nadir.
The lowest accuracy and lowest precision were obtained with the facade altitude mode
combined with a nadir camera angle (F). In this case, accuracy and precision were almost
equal when MAE was used, whereas the RMSE accuracy was lower than precision. From
the Pearson correlation test between drone flight features and data quality results, we
observed a positive (>0.7) correlation between GSD and 3D registration error, precision
and accuracy, suggesting that the smallest GSD offer better quality results.

Since some of the SfM-derived reconstructions showed incomplete detection of the
surveyed area and lacked homogeneous control/check point identification, a second data
quality evaluation was run using the TLS point cloud as reference. This point cloud
omitted areas of interest owing to relief shadows. Moreover, high wind speed affected the
stability of the scanning on the right boundary, creating some vertical areas without points.
Avoiding dangerous areas with rock and earth falls, six points deployed in the highwall
base were used to evaluate TLS point cloud quality in terms of accuracy with RMSE (x—3.4
cm; y—4.7 cm; z—2.8 cm; all—6.6 cm), mean absolute error (x—2 cm; y—2.1 cm; z—2.6
cm; all—4.8 cm), and precision (x—3 cm; y—4.4 cm; z—2 cm; all—4 cm). The standard
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deviation (precision) from these TLS-based cloud-to-cloud comparisons (Table 4) show
how they correspond to those reported by the check points (r2—0.97).

Table 4. Comparison of the final 3D precision (cm) for each SfM-UAV survey (A–G) obtained from
two different independent reference data resources (check points and TLS). The number of points
used in each comparison is stated in brackets.

Survey Check Points TLS

A n/a (0) 6.4 (276,703)
B 7.8 (10) 5.5 (276,703)
C 5.2 (2) 4.6 (190,941)
D 2.7 (4) 3.1 (276,703)
E 4.0 (10) 3.7 (276,703)
F 2.3 (2) 2.5 (274,265)
G n/a (0) 4.9 (276,703)

F + G 1.7 (4) 2.5 (276,703)
‘n/a’—check points not available.

The comparisons are only considered for those zones where the points of both surveys
are present. Altogether, the comparison exhibits a positive deviation, however it varies
widely depending on the flight survey settings (Figure 7). Almost all of the error compar-
isons lacked a normal distribution, but were concentrated in some areas, occurring in point
clouds of surveys with poor control point distribution (A, C, D, E and G). The facade-nadir
angle flight configuration (F) produced an almost normal distribution of the error.

An extra dense point cloud was processed using images from both facade surveys
with the aim to explore the resultant accuracy. Although this produced the highest number
of tie points, the final point cloud was very similar to the one obtained by the facade-nadir
mission (F) in terms of point cloud density, coverage area, control-check point distribution,
quality of derived products, precision, and accuracy. Self-evidently, processing was more
time-consuming.

3.3. Extraction of Discontinuities

The Discontinuity Set Extractor software was run on two point clouds (Table 5): AMSL
mode with 40◦ off-nadir images (B), and facade mode with nadir pictures (F). These were
the only outputs capable of producing point clouds without significant voids and with
the highest accuracies and point cloud densities. The facade topography detected a larger
number of main orientations and more clusters than the AMSL topography. The main
difference was between the number of identified clusters: 2175 for F and 142 for B; i.e.,
93.5 % more clusters. Figure 8 shows a comparison of discontinuities, where each colour
represents the orientation of the main discontinuities.

Table 5. Comparison of the discontinuity orientations and clusters detected in two topographies using the Discontinuity Set
Extractor software.

Flight Setting AMSL with 40◦ Off-Nadir Pictures Facade with Nadir Pictures

n◦ of dip dir 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5
dip dir (◦) 278 106 234 209 285 296 135 223 262

dip (◦) 49 88 68 86 50 86 4 78 90
n◦ of clusters 61 19 57 5 518 478 386 378 415
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Figure 7. Comparison of data quality with the TLS algorithm of Cloud Compare by using the TLS
point cloud as reference. (A) AMSL-nadir; (B) AMSL-40◦ off-nadir; (C) AGL-nadir; (D) AGL-40◦

off-nadir, (E) AGL-Point of Interest; (F) facade-nadir; (G) facade-40◦ off-nadir.
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Figure 8. Point clouds (1) and discontinuity orientations (2) in two drone settings: AMSL-40◦-off-nadir (a) and facade-nadir
(b). The number of the legends correspond to the discontinuity orientations of Table 5.

4. Discussion

Mining landscapes usually have high relief complexity, operational constraints, and
experience rapid topographic changes. In this context, SfM-UAV surveys offer a reliable,
fast, and cheap methodology to monitor these environments, and their use is continu-
ously increasing [26]. However, most of the published results include the detection of
changes between two topographies with GSD and accuracies above five centimetres [25].
Topographic surveys with higher GSD and accuracy are needed to study risks and adopt
mitigation measurements, to map geologic structures, and to predict rockfalls [6] and
slope failures [46], since human lives and the economic viability of an active mine may
be endangered. The use of a computer-based program also requires testing on vertical
landscapes [16] to save time, improve results, and increase flight safety. We have evaluated
alternative drone configurations to conduct SfM-UAV surveys in, relief-wise, the most
complex and dangerous zone of a mine: a highwall. These sandstone and rock faces possess
challenging conditions to conduct this topographic method: long and vertical surfaces
without access to deploy control/check points at the base and crest of highwalls.

4.1. Evaluation of Data Quality: Implications of Flight Altitude Mode and Camera Angle

Our results suggest that the best drone flight setting is a facade drone mode combined
with a nadir camera angle (F) in a vertical landscape such as a mining long highwall
(Figure 9). This deployment achieved the highest point cloud density and highest accuracy
using the lowest field flight and computer processing time. Facade drone mode with 40◦

off-nadir images (G) also produces a good quality and high-density point cloud. Its void
area occurred as the flight was divided in two segments to maintain a constant GSD and
inadequate picture overlap was achieved.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the main 3D quality error indicators, (tie and dense) point cloud density and DEM resolution.
(A) AMSL-nadir; (B) AMSL-40◦ off-nadir; (C) AGL-nadir; (D) AGL-40◦ off-nadir, (E) AGL-Point of Interest; (F) facade-nadir;
(G) facade-40◦ off-nadir.

Adding oblique images usually improves SfM survey accuracy in surveys at an AMSL
altitude [5] and it is also expected in AGL flight modes. In high-relief landscapes, adding
facade images also improves the final accuracy of a UAV-SM procedure [16]; however [16]
did not conduct a survey using only facade images with different camera angles (oblique
and/or nadir). Our results suggest that in the facade drone mode applied to a quasi-vertical
landscape, oblique images do not improve accuracy. Analysis shows that final point cloud
density and accuracy may slightly decrease by adding oblique images, although the final
precision is better. Adding facade images to AMSL surveys improves the final accuracy in
high-relief landscapes [16], however, we did not run this combination because it would
negatively affect the topographies obtained in the facade survey, since GSD widely differ.
Moreover, facade flight mode ensures a full coverage of the highwall by itself, so AMSL
images would not provide additional advantage in regard to the aims of this study.

AMSL surveys (A, B) can produce dense point clouds covering almost all the highwall,
but the errors are high and the point density and DEM resolution are low. AGL surveys
(C, D) cannot produce a dense point cloud covering the full highwall, having important
data voids in the upper section. Although the AGL procedure adapts the drone altitude
to the topographic changes, the images can neither fully capture the area nor achieve
sufficient overlap, solvable by increasing the overlap in the drone flight mode and the
coverage area, but requiring a considerable increase in survey time. Hence this flight
altitude mode is unable to assist the capture of feature definitions along large vertical
changes in few horizontal meters, as is typical of a highwall surface. Oblique images allow
better topographies to be obtained than nadir images in AMSL and AGL modes. The Point
of Interest camera angle outcome (E) did not report suitable errors, nor did it reconstruct
the full area, therefore the use of this camera angle for the long vertical surface of a highwall
was deemed not viable; this option has been demonstrated to be useful in flat areas [20].
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The cloud-to-cloud comparisons undertaken with the M3C2 algorithm also showed
that only the facade drone survey combined with a nadir camera angle (F) produced a low
and almost normal error distribution. For the other drone flight mission settings, significant
deviations occurred. We interpret these deviations as being the result of poor control/check
point distribution and the limitations of the SfM procedure in reconstructing some areas.
The reference TLS point cloud had an accuracy similar to other surveys undertaken in
the vicinity [5]. Although some map areas had poor point density or were empty, their
points are reliable in terms of position accuracy, since they do not experience the same
type of systematic errors experienced by the SfM-UAV survey, such as the doming effect.
Hence, it is useful to consider the deviations shown in our investigation when planning
future studies.

The most common vertical landscapes monitored with the SfM-UAV procedure are
natural cliffs. A ca 5-cm 3D precision and a maximum point density of 0.09 pts cm−2

was reported in [19], whereas [47] reported a 3D accuracy of 2.3 cm and a point density
of 0.13 pts cm−2, both in coastal areas. In those examples, errors and point densities are
similar or worse than those reported in the present study using a facade drone flight mode
combined with a nadir camera angle. The main difference in those examples is that the
control/check points were deployed at the top and base of the cliffs instead of the common
procedure based on distribution over the entire surface [48]. This procedure, validated for
coastal cliffs [22], makes sense, since in these cliffs the height varied between 25 and 80 m.
However, for longer vertical surveys of highwall faces in mines, points covering the entire
survey area are advised to avoid systematic errors as supported by the M3C2 comparisons
using TLS as reference. This was also suggested in a recent study carried out in the Isabel II
Dam in Spain, where many different control/check point numbers and distributions where
evaluated [18].

As for long highwalls, the most detailed study was carried out in a marble quarry in
Italy [28], employing a similar procedure as our study. The main difference is that they
conducted the vertical drone flights manually, instead of programmed. The 3D accuracy
was 3 cm, similar to that obtained in our study (2.4–2.7 cm), however they reported a
point density varying from 0.25 to 1 pts cm−2, lower than reported in the facade drone
mode and nadir camera angle configuration (F) of this study (1.53 pts cm−2). Manually
driving a drone with a vertical trajectory is a difficult task in terms of obtaining a low
and constant GSD and with a high overlap, which can prevent generating more detailed
point clouds. Overcoming these problems is undertaken by increasing the number of
photos, and, consequently, increasing the surveying time. Although conducting vertical
flight manually might obtain a highly detailed and accurate topography, the collision risk
remains. Our results show how a facade flight mode programmed with a computer-based
mission planning software, allows users to conduct SfM-UAV surveys in long highwalls
faster, safely and at a higher detail and quality.

4.2. Control/Check Point Survey in Highwalls

Since a drone can be easily programmed with a computer-based mission planning
software to follow a facade trajectory and use a nadir camera angle (F), the most difficult
task to survey long vertical landscapes with no access is the manner by which to establish
control/check points. Being unfeasible to place fixed marks, natural features like rock
outcrop edges, joints and faults, and bedding planes need to be used as references. Presently
the only available instrument is a robotic total station, which possesses a coaxial camera to
allow identification and measurement of points up to 1 km. However, in scenarios without
rock and earth fall risk, placing some fixed markers at the bottom of the highwall will
improve the evaluation of georeferencing of the final dense point cloud.

While each drone flight lasted 16–29 min, identifying and measuring the reference
points throughout the survey area took four hours in this experiment. It was a demanding
task, and as the distance to the reference point in the highwall increased, so too did
the difficulty. These points should be surveyed considering that it is necessary to later
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identify them in the drone photographs during computer processing. Two examples of
natural marks in the highwall used as references in the SfM processing are vertices of
characteristic shapes: a corner rock and a sand zone with significant color changes (Figure
10). These points were measured at varying distances (90 and 230 m). Figure 10 highlights
the importance of how images taken with a drone simplify their identification in an SfM
software. A facade drone flight mode combined with a nadir camera angle (F) provides
the best images to identify reference points instead of the common AMSL surveys (A,
B). This manner of georeferencing SfM-UAV surveys with “natural” points in vertical
landscapes was previously suggested [6], however few examples exist. The authors of [49]
georeferenced a SfM-UAV survey of a road cut-slope, which had experienced several
landslides, following a similar procedure as described herein. The RMSE for each axis
varied (5.0–10.1 cm) depending on camera angle and drone flight mode. It was greater
than the error obtained for the facade-nadir survey in our study (Table 3). They were
unable to measure points over the entire cut-slope due to the selected total station. Others
conducted an SfM-UAV survey of a rock outcrop to detect discontinuities following the
same method [24]. Their final topography had a precision of 2.3-cm in xy and 0.5-cm in z,
very similar to our facade drone mode with nadir pictures, 2.9-cm in xy and 0.2-cm in z.
Significant difference exists in point cloud density, since their results yielded 0.1 pts cm−2

while our study produced 1.5 pts cm−2. The difference in density and z precision might
owe to the manual drone flight instead of our automatic flights to ensure a constant GSD
and overlap.

It is well-known that SfM-UAV surveys in high-relief landscapes such as mines need
a significant number of control points with a good distribution, a stratified scheme being
best [50]. This study also suggests that, although the distance between points (control
or check) has a small influence on the final errors, it is advisable to increase the distance
between them. Both recommendations may not be achievable in highwalls, since targets
cannot be placed and non-contact tools, such as a total station, are required. Our results
may have been influenced by the poor number and distribution of control/check points.
However, the best drone flight procedure, facade mode with nadir images, was carried out
with 17 control and check points, similar to the 21 points used in another long highwall
survey [28]. Although additional check points could have improved quality analyses, the
TLS point cloud allowed an extra quality evaluation through the comparison of point
clouds that show a normal distribution of the error. Both quality evaluation sources, check
points and TLS point cloud, yielded a similar final 3D.

This difficulty of identifying control/check points could be overcome if fieldwork is
undertaken in two steps. First, a campaign is conducted to seek reflectorless total station
point measurements with some drone images taken to test point identification. In a second
campaign, all the drone images are surveyed and the SfM procedure can be completed.
However, in some areas such as active mines, surveying time needs to be reduced because
topographic changes occur rapidly, are remotely located, and risk analysis needs to be
undertaken rapidly. In these cases, field work must be limited to a single campaign, as in
our study, when total station points and drone images are simultaneously acquired.

The RTK-GNSS UAVs produces high point cloud densities and accurate topographies
without control points [51]. Although others have validated this type of survey in low relief
landscapes such as rivers [52], this also highlights the need to continue measuring check
points to evaluate the quality of the final topographies. These UAVs could overcome the
described survey problems of georeferencing highwall surveys. However, they may not be
able to service these particular landscapes, since vertical surfaces produce a shadowing
effect, preventing RTK GPS from functioning properly [21]. Using an RTK-UAV in mining
areas can produce highly accurate topographies in planar coordinates, but with poor results
in elevation [53]. If highly accurate topographies are required, control point deployment
is required.
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Figure 10. Two types of natural marks measured with the total station (1): a characteristic corner edge in a rock (a) and a
change in color (b). These corresponding points are also shown in images taken by the drone in the facade-nadir (a2,b2)
and AMSL-40◦-off-nadir (a3,b3) flights, respectively.

4.3. Use of Detailed Topographies in Monitoring Mining Highwalls

A highwall is critical in active mines and detailed continuous monitoring is required
both for operational purposes and to anticipate potential instabilities, mostly by gravita-
tional processes (falls, slides or flows) that can be characterized by topographic disconti-
nuities [54]. High point cloud density and accurate SfM-UAV topographies such as those
obtained in this study, with the facade drone flight mode combined with nadir images
(F) and georeferenced with a total station, are a reliable method by which to undertake
detailed stability analyses. In addition, the survey process is safe, time-saving, economic
and contact-free, enabling it to be carried out with high temporal frequency. This can allow
the early detection of potential instabilities and risk monitoring of movements.

Methodologies are available to detect joints, areas that can lead to instabilities. A
semi-automatic open-source methodology to identify and analyse flat surfaces outcropping
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in rocky slopes directly from dense point clouds has been proposed [45]. Its associated
software, Discontinuity Set Extraction, was applied to the two topographies that covered
almost the full study area with the highest point cloud density and accuracy, AMSL
with 40◦-off-nadir pictures (B), and facade mode with nadir pictures (F). Again, facade
topography offered better results, producing 93.5 % more discontinuities because of its
high detail. Indeed, an AMSL topography cannot represent some of the discontinuities
because it has insufficient detail, or because it cannot produce points in very intricate areas
(Figure 11). The latter was relevant in a few specific zones; discontinuities with potential
risk can be present therein.

Figure 11. Detail of the point clouds (1) and discontinuity clusters (2) in two drone settings: AMSL-40◦-off-nadir (a) and
facade-nadir (b).

Discontinuities identified by automatic approaches such as those used here need
careful validation, since the software can erroneously identify flat features as discontinuities,
divide discontinuities in smaller planes, and may fail to detect discontinuities perpendicular
to the slope face [55]. This may occur in the set of discontinuities obtained for facade-
nadir pictures with Discontinuity Set Extraction software. However, AMSL topographies
cannot detect many of them (Figures 8 and 11), supporting the main objective of this
study of attaining the best drone setting to obtain topographies of high accuracy and
point cloud density for stability analyses. An SfM-UAV survey without control points
can be used to identify discontinuities [55]; however, such a topography does not allow
precise measurement of displacements between multitemporal surveys. A high correlation
between discontinuities detected with the software Discontinuity Set Extraction and those
manually mapped can be attained. However, data from the software need to be analysed
and validated [44]. Both of these aforementioned studies highlight the ability of this
software to quickly recognize a large number of discontinuities. Another algorithm was
used by [56] to automatically compare joints and fractures identified though a SfM-UAV
topography with those obtained by traditional means, concluding that the automatic
procedure detected most of the unfavourable discontinuities existing in the area studied.
Detection failures may have occurred because the original point cloud had a density of 0.07
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pts cm−2 and was georeferenced with few GPS reference points. This can be solved with
the workflow proposed in our study. In any case, semi-automatic discontinuity extraction
analyses require visual inspection and validation [28]. In this case, we were unable to
undertake a field inspection with a compass, because the studied area is inaccessible, rising
ca. 100 m above the ground and forming an almost vertical wall.

The discontinuities detected with these topographies may also be used to improve
highwall stabilization/reclamation in mine closure plans. Commonly, no adaptative
stabilization or sensitive landscape integration measures are applied based on a detailed
knowledge of the rock structure. A new approach, the Talus Royal [57], uses a detailed
knowledge of rock discontinuities (joints, bedding surfaces or faults) to design final rock
outcrops of hard rock surfaces (such as highwalls or roadcuts) that are both stable and
blend with the surroundings landscape, by replicating analogue natural cliffs. This method
would clearly benefit our methodological contribution.

4.4. Improved SfM-UAV Workflow to Survey Long Highwalls

Many useful SfM-UAV methodologies have been successfully applied to high relief
landscapes, but a lack of procedures for near-vertical terrains, such as highwalls, exists [16].
Hitherto only [28] had conducted an SfM-UAV survey in a long highwall to study disconti-
nuity detection. Our results allow improvement to their workflow in terms of saving time,
increasing safety and increasing topographic detail and accuracy. Hereafter we detail the
steps required to conduct an SfM-UAV survey of a long highwall:

1. measuring control/check points with a robotic total station based on natural shapes;
2. conducting a drone flight programmed with a computer-based mission planning

software with the following settings: facade flight mode, double grid with at least
75% forward/side overlap, a nadir camera angle (perpendicular to the highwall), and
a constant 40 m highwall distance;

3. processing control/check points and drone images in an SfM software. Since the
final aim is to detect discontinuities prone to falls, high detail is required, setting the
parameters “accuracy” (alignment step) and “quality” (dense point cloud step), as
“Highest” and “Ultra High”, respectively. This allows taking advantage of 100% of
image quality; and

4. using a semiautomatic discontinuity extraction software and supervising the results
with visual inspection of the drone images or the orthophoto obtained after running
SfM software.

5. Conclusions

SfM-UAV surveys are entirely incorporated into the workflow of both geomorphology
and mine planning projects; however, increased reliability and detail, and a reduction
in surveying duration are required. SfM studies in mining areas are usually carried out
following traditional workflows based on AMSL drone flight patterns, with the aim to
analyse temporal changes throughout an entire area. However, not many studies have
conducted specific investigations on highwall faces. These are challenging as they possess
some unfavourable features: vertical and long (>100 m) surfaces, no access to the top or
base and, if access is available, it is dangerous due to the risk of processes such as rockfalls.
A highwall is a key component of the mining industry since minerals are extracted from
it. An unexpected disaster may involve human lives and/or fully halt company activity.
Frequent high-quality and detailed studies are needed to ensure safe mining production.

We have conducted several drone flights to identify settings that produce the most
accurate and detailed topographies in a mining highwall. The results clearly confirm
that a facade drone flight mode combined with a nadir camera angle is the best option.
Therefore, no extra set of images is needed, as commonly reported in previous publications.
This method produces the highest point density, with the highest 3D accuracy, and is
efficient in the time required for field work and computer processing. It also allows
the detection of more discontinuities than AMSL topographies. Discontinuities from
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semiautomatic approaches, as used herein, require careful validation. Such drone settings
can be programmed with a computer-based mission planning software, ensuring safe
flights and constant and high overlaps and GSDs, without need of an expert pilot. The
most problematic, demanding and time-consuming task in the workflow is to identify
reference points in the highwall. In this study we used a robotic total station with a coaxial
camera that allowed us to complete the surveys, although few points and/or non-well
distributed points were measured. Future investigations into highwall SfM surveys should
focus on methods to obtain a good georeferentiation. Our findings are an improvement on
the current SfM-UAV survey workflows. They can be applied to other mining highwalls or
to natural vertical landforms.
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